SuzyQ #6755 Pan Configurations
Choose any two (2) full pan configurations.

SuzyQ #6754 Pan Configurations
The total surface capacity of the #6754 is 1-1/3 pans.

Adapter Bars
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SuzyQ Pan Configurations for Retractable Rails

Rail extends on #6755 and #6754 to hold various pans.

Extended rail on #6755 holds:
- \( \frac{1}{6} \) pans
- \( \frac{1}{3} \) pans
- \( \frac{1}{9} \) pans
- Various combinations of all pan sizes

Extended rail on #6754 holds:
- \( \frac{1}{6} \) pans
- \( \frac{1}{3} \) pans
- \( \frac{1}{9} \) pans
- Various combinations of all pan sizes

SuzyQ #6755 Drawers - Pan Configurations

Both drawers accommodate 2 full size pans. The top drawer includes an adapter bar that’s welded in place.

Adapter Bars
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